Introduction
In this paper we describe a fast monocular optical flow algorithm for real-time applications that features rapid convergence (within a single iteration), ease of temporal integration, and swift reaction to abrupt change in scene motion. Although the flow data are represented on a coarse grid, the quantitative and qualitative flow for natural scenes is as good or better than algorithms in the same class.
The system is completely bottom-up, but does incorporate predictions from higher-level processes. I n the current implementation a Kalman filter is used to predict upcoming flow fields. The heart of the algorithm is a coordinated gradient descent method that alternately minimizes local correspondence errors and the consistency of adjacent flow field vectors. What results is a non-linear adaptive diffusion in which confident measurements are used to influence their less confident neighbours.
The principles used to formulate the algorithm follow directly from an approximate model of the hypercolumn organization present in the primate visual cortex. This model suggests a process in which scalar and vector information are processed independently and how they might be combined to produce a coarse flow field that is both accurate and robust. The optimizationof region correspondences and flow field consistency, for example, are implemented as sep- arate minimization stages as in the biological case instead of one lumped minimization.
Section 2 briefly outlines the related work, while a short biological motivation for the algorithm and the algorithm itself are described in Section 3. Some of our experimental results presented in Section 4 demonstrate the performance of the algorithm on both synthetic and real data using some of the well-known data sets cited in the literature [5] . The paper concludes in Section 5 with some final observations and pointers to future work.
Background
The comprehensive study by Barron et al. [4, 5] on the performance of optical flow techniques describes, classifies and compares representative algorithms using similar conditions. To borrow from their terminology, a regionbased matching algorithm defines the velocity .v' as the shift ( d z , dy) that yields the best fit between image regions at different times [5] . The methods of Anandan [2, 3] or Singh [8,9] maximize a similarity measure, such as minimizing the sum-of-squared differences (SSD), where W denotes a 2-D window function, and (d, , dy ) are usually restricted to a small integer number of pixels. Alternatively, a distance measure minimization is added to the optimization, in the expectation that small displacements make more sense than larger displacements when the pixel patterns are matched equally well.
In this paper, we argue that the important information is not strictly a displacement that should be minimized, but rather, flow field consistency that should be enforced. By having the two layers of region matching and flow consistency constraints interact, w e can gain significant advantages in stability, robustness and overall accuracy. For e xample in the case of textured surfaces with a repeating pattern the algorithm would be less likely to become trapped in a local minimum.
Theory
As suggested in section 2, our algorithm performs regionbased matching between successive image frames, at once minimizing a pixel pattern matching error and imposing flow field constraints within a neighborhood. For the purposes of this paper, we will consider the optical flow field to be a coarse field of image point correspondences between the two sequential images. Our algorithm makes use of the suggested organization of scalar and geometric tasks in the hypercolumns of the primate visual cortex [l] . Image correspondences are performed by specialized clusters of scalar intensityprocessing hypercolumns, but these hypercolumns are surrounded by orientation-detecting, or flow geometry hypercolumns. Neighboring elements in the geometric pathway are forced to adopt orientations that obey flow field consistency, and seem to control the diffusion of measurements from the scalar pathway. We suggest that the flow geometry, computed from the image correspondences, feeds back to steer the image correspondences. We also adhere to the observation of Yeshurun [ 111, that the useful output of the biological optical flow processing is very sparse compared to the input visual field density.
An overview of our algorithm is presented in the block diagram of Figure 1 . There is a backward and forward exchange of flow data between the region matching and the flow consistency stages. Note that flow information is used to predict the next set of region matching.
Comparing Computational Cost
Region matching, the fundamental measure used in this paper and the algorithms of Anandan and Singh, will have the same computational cost for all three algorithms: it is dependant on the area of the window used in region matching. Also, all three algorithms have a form of neighborhood diffusion operation that regularizes the flow fields. The computational cost of the diffusion is dependant on the number of neighbors affected by an element, analogous to an area encompassing the neighbors. What distinguishes the three algorithms, therefore, is how often pixel regions must be compared, and how often flow measures must be diffused between two image frames.
Choosing r to represent the cost of performing a region comparison, d to represent the cost of updating an estimate by examining all its neighbors, and N to represent the number of resulting flow vectors, we shall examine the cost entailed by our algorithm and those of Anandan and Singh. This cost analysis is not absolutely rigourous; this section is offered as a sketch for comparison. 
. Summing up these costs over all n levels of the image hierarchy, we obtain the total cost of
This approximate cost analysis suggests that Anandan's algorithm has a cost of orcler O ( N 2 ) . Singh's algorithm is of similar hierarchical structure, and can be paritioned in a similar fashion, leading to a cost of order O ( N 2 ) as well.
Region Matching
To find correspondences of clusters of pixels between the first and second images, our algorithm divides the first image into a grid of tiles, and proceeds to search for each tile's corresponding position in the second image, minimizing a pixel pattern-matching error metric between corresponding tiles.
The search for corresponding tile positions is assisted by providing an initial estimate of where each tile was predicted to move. This can be provided by a higher-level process in a larger vision system, andl effectively tunes the measurement system to the expected ,motion events. For this paper, the predicted flow field is the flow field calculated from the preceding image pair.
For each tile p , there is a pixel pattern Plp(i, j ) in frame 1 at position TIP and a corresponding pattern PzP(i,j) in frame 2 at position TzP. We define a difference and summation operation between the two corresponding tiles as
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This difference and summation are performed between corresponding pixels, and the resulting error term err, for the tile summarizes the average pixel-matching error. The error function expresses a difference of intensities, normalized by their mean. To combat sensor noise, thresholds are applied to D and S, to clip unwanted behavior at sensor inties are very low, and governed by noise. When the summatially unusable. Also, when the differences between succesnot necessarily proportional to any perceivable similarity between the two pixel locations. An SSD error is the summation of these contributions, and this combined error scale 
Properties of Region Matching
Our normalized error measure has several desirable features. It returns an absolute measure of goodness of match, from 0 to 1. Equally plausible candidates for region matching are not just local minima in an error surface, but have about the same error height. In SSD, local minima can correspond to equally plausible matches, but will have widely varying error heights, and the numerically lowest of these minima will influence the outcome of a search. For our normalized measure, the same number for different pixels imply the same quality of match. The same number for different regions implies the same overall quality of match for the regions.
To illustrate the difference between the SSD region matching metric and our own error metric, representative regions have been chosen from a natural scene, and the SSD error surfaces and our error surfaces are compared. The images chosen are from a hand-held moving cube sequence, shown in Figure 4 .
A serious drawback to SSD is illustrated in Figure 2 , where the SSD error surface has a gentle slope near the minima, and the minima itself is hard to detect as compared with the normalized error surface. Note also the difference in scale between the two measures. The normalized error measure is designed to locally vary between 0 and 1 at each pixel-to-pixel comparison, but a comparison using squared differences will vary the scale widely between any two pixel locations. Neighboring individual pixel error measures for squared differences will therefore produce numbers that are Of course, when overall light intensity does not vary much, such as the smooth grey-levels in the hand area, SSD and our normalized error metric perform very similarly. Noisy, low-intensity image patch error surfaces also look similar, as shown in Figure 3 . Note, however, the error axis of the SSD surface tells us nothing about how ambiguous or noisy the imaging conditions are. Our normalized error measure tells us that a large variation in position causes a small change in error. The image patch in question is a poorly-lit, out-of-focus whiteboard with writing on it: this should not be considered as reliable as a more textured image patch. The curvature of the SSD error surface cannot tell us this.
A neighborhood similarity error measure is provided as a function of local, individual pixel similarity errors. By normalizing differences with the overall intensities, local illumination effects are eliminated: the emphasis is on local texture instead of local illumination. By clipping the noisy extremities of intensity sums and differences, we make another strong statement by stating that no useful information can be extracted from indiscriminable intensity levels.
Flow Field Consistency
Flow field consistency is the behaviour of a flow field that obeys the constraints suggested by psychophysical experiments in motion perception. For example, texture flow fields are improved when the measurement process includes a texture flow curvature consistency constraint [7] . Applying curvature consistency would probably improve the optical flow field, but due to the coarse sampling of tile align-ments and equally coarse directional encoding, a linear flow consistency is more appropriate.
Linear flow consistency implies that patches of an image should be moving in roughly the same direction as their neighbors. In cases of uncertainty, when a patch is moving in a direction contrary to all its neighbors, the neighbors should influence the outlier more than vice versa. An easilyimplemented updating rule performs a weighted averaging of neighbor's displacements, each contribution weighted by a similarity measure. This similarity measure encodes a similarity of direction and magnitude between two given vectors. Adaptive diffusion allows confident neighbors to influence uncertain tiles without affecting already confident tiles.
To apply linear velocity consistency between all adjacent tiles, we define i$ as displacement of tile p between frames 1 and 2, i.e. Tzp -TIP. At each iteration IC,
where n is a neighbor of the tile from neighborhood N , and w is a weighting function that measures the similarity between a tile's motion vector and its neighbor n's motion vector.
The requirements of linear flow consistency call for function w to return a high weight when the vectors were similar, and a low weight when they were dissimilar. In this situation, both the magnitude and direction similarity are considered equally important. The similarity measure is divided into two components, magnitude similarity Sm (Cl, G ) and direction similarity Sd(C1 Cz). This form of weighted averaging is a very non-linear diffusion process. The amount of diffusion between any two neighbors is governed by their local beliefs, in contrast to uniformly-weighted diffusion, which blurs away discontinuities in flow. After an update is performed for each tile, the tile pixel matching error is recomputed in one pass.
The usefulness of the linear flow consistency constraints become clear in cases of motion involving repeating textures. When region matching becomes ambiguous, the flow consistency constraints dominate. This is in opposition to region-matching schemes that embed a displacementminimization constraint, which would tend to halt patches with ambiguous region matching. overall similarity S(V;, Cz) is the linear combination
Integrating the Stages
Singh and Allen prolposed a novel framework to unify many contemporary optical flow algorithms that could take directional errors into account for later processing [lo] . A key notion that is used in this paper is how velocity must be propagated from "regions of full information, such as corners, to regions of partial or no information." [ 101 They propose the conceptual sep,aration of the region matching and flow diffusion stages in order to evaluate the constraints, but combine the two opeaations into one minimization step. They procede to label the information obtained from the first step of region matching as the conservation informution, measured from the imagery and based on the assumption of conservation of some image property over time. The neighborhood information reftxs to the distributionof the velocity vectors in a small neighborhood.
In comparison, we decompose the region matching and neighborhood interactioin stages computationally, as well as conceptually. The resulting steps suggest the properties of a coordinated conjugate descent, with the added advantage of rapid execution (through simpler stages) and less investigation of perceptually unlikely image events. Singh presents a neighborhood interaction stage that is overall consistent with our approach. Neighbors are weighted differently, according to their distance from the central pixel. Together, the neighbors form an opinion of how the motion of the ceintral pixel should behave, including a covariance matrix to describe the directional uncertainty of the neighborhood's opinion. However, the neighborhood updating rule for velocity vectors is essentially a smoothing operator that does not reinforce, but enforces parallel flow vectors in a neighborhood. Singh's method decides how far and in what direction to spread the flow, but does not adapt the diffusion to reflect how much any neighbor is consistent with the central pixel. We argue that the extents and direction of diffusion can be decided by the number of iterations applied to the data set, whereas the neighborhood consistency constraint that decides how much any given neighbor influences another reflects the perceptual model chosen, and affects the outcome by far more. And the perceptual model we have chosen is that off flow field consistency, not the flow field similarity implied by Singh.
Experimental Results
More complete results can be found in [ 6 ] . This gorithm thus responds very strongly to this class of stimulus, namely uniform translations. Note that the displacements for Sinusoid 1 are not integer displacements, and rival other region-matching methods. Our algorithm's success for this class of input can be explained by the flow field consistency enforcement. The local information provided by region matching is propagated to neighbors who improve their estimates with the new information. With weighted averaging of neighbors, non-integer displacements can be obtained despite the integer-based region-matching.
This scene is typical of the events we wish to measure. An end user presents a target object to the workstation's video camera and moves the object while viewing the result on-screen in real-time. The rich flow field will be used in later stages for qualitative shape description. This scene demonstrates the algorithm under its best conditions, i.e. low camera noise and high-contrast textures. As in all the above examples, only one iteration of the algorithm was applied to each image pair. Image velocities for this particular frame pair approached 5 pixels/ frame, but velocities as high as 10 pixels / frame have been successfully tracked. A relief map is shown in Figure 4 to illustrate the crisp boundaries of the target object and coherency of the flow field magnitude.
Conclusions
The results obtained using our algorithm suggest that the biologically-motivated strategy of interleaving scalar region 
